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OVERVIEW
Piaski, formerly known as Piaski Lubelskie, is located 25km from Lublin. Piaski once had a
thriving Jewish community, consisting of around 4000 Jewish people, totalling around 80%
of the town’s population. The 1930s saw a rise in anti-Semitism in Piaski, resulting in the
destruction of property by fire, damage to businesses, and in some cases, the deaths of
Jewish people (Jewish gen, 2018). Prior to the Nazi occupation Piaski officials gave the go
ahead for houses to be built on and around the old Jewish cemetery; thus, early examples
cultural and physical attacks on the Jewish population are evident (IAJGS, 2018).
The Nazi occupation saw the escalation of cultural genocide and violence against the
Jewish population in Piaski. Businesses were attacked. Public humiliation(including pulling
and cutting of Jewish men’s beards), and physical violence (such as beatings and being
whipped) occurred. As the war progressed, this physical violence escalated further into the
mass killing of the Jewish people of Piaski and surrounding areas. The Jewish cemeteries
in Piaski were used to perform executions of the Jewish population and their bodies were
buried in unmarked mass graves in the cemetery grounds (Jewish gen, 2018).
Via historical research, non-invasive archaeological survey and 3D visualisation, the
“Recording Cultural Genocide and Killing Sites in Jewish Cemeteries” project has attempted
to document the traces of cultural genocide and mass violence in Piaski. Via international
and local cooperations, the team has also engaged in vital restoration and reconciliation
work in order to engage with issues connected to racial hatred and xenophobia in the
present.
This report outlines the research that was carried out in Piaski in 2017 by the “Recording
Cultural Genocide and Killing Sites in Jewish Cemeteries” project team.
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[LEFT TOP] The new Jewish cemetery in Piaski. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire
University
[LEFT BOTTOM] The old Jewish cemetery in Piaski. © Centre of Archaeology,
Staffordshire University
[ABOVE] Location map of Piaski
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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RECORDING CULTURAL GENOCIDE AND
KILLING SITES IN JEWISH CEMETERIES
Recording Cultural Genocide and Killing Sites in Jewish Cemeteries is a two-year research
project, funded by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance. The project is
a collaboration between Staffordshire University, The Matzevah Foundation, Fundacja
Zapomniane, and a number of local partners and volunteers. Professor Caroline Sturdy
Colls leads the project, which started in 2016.
This project aims to raise awareness of the causes and consequences of cultural
genocide and mass killings (using Jewish cemeteries desecrated by the Nazis as a pilot
case study), directly tackling racism, xenophobia and hostility in the present.
[BELOW] Students and volunteers discuss the survey strategy at the old Jewish
cemetery in Piaski. © S.D. Reece, Matzevah Foundation
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[ABOVE] Clearance work undertaken by Matzevah Foundation volunteers to enable
staff and students of Staffordshire University to carry out the archaeological survey of the
Jewish cemeteries. © S.D. Reece, Matzevah Foundation

Between July 30th and August 4th 2017, the project team undertook an archaeological
survey and restoration project in the grounds of the old and new Jewish cemeteries in Piaski.
Archaeologists, historians, forensic scientists, engineers, geographers, experts in restoration
and reconciliation, and volunteers sought to:
(1) document the traces of cultural genocide and mass violence that still exist there today
using a wide range of non-invasive survey methods
(2) explore issues connected to neglect and intolerance in the present
(3) clear and restore parts of the cemetery.
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METHODOLOGY
The “Recording Cultural Genocide and Killing Sites in Jewish Cemeteries” project team sought
to document and analyse the types of damage inflicted upon the cemeteries in Piaski during
the Holocaust and in it’s aftermath. Photography and close-contact laser scanning were
used to record these material traces. GPS and Total Station Electronic Distance Measurers
were used to map the above-ground remains while geophysical survey was used to perform
non-intrusive below-ground investigations. All of the methods used were non-invasive in
order to comply with Halacha (Jewish Law) regarding the treatment of Jewish burials. No
excavation of any kind was carried out.

[ABOVE] Walkover survey facilitated the location of matzevot (tombstones) fragments, the
identification of structural remains and the documentation of vegetation change that may
indicate the presence of buried remains. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] The initial focus of the search in the cemetery was the matzevot that were
remaining. These matzevot varied in condition; some consisted only of a small part
of the base, others were collapsed and broken, whilst some were more complete
and upright.
EpiCollect 5, an application developed at Imperial College London, was used to
collect data in the field. EpiCollect 5 was used on Android tablets and a proforma
was completed for each of the features observed. The application provided the
means to record a unique ID and characteristics of each surviving matzevah or
fragment. Alongside the motif, style and text, the condition and evidence of
damage was recorded.
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[ABOVE] Panoramic and High Dynamic Range (HDR) photography was conducted at the
cemeteries. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University.
Next, HDR photography of selected matzevot was completed. A series of images were
taken at different exposures and then combined together to create a highly detailed
photographic image. In order to create the HDR images, the Auto Bracketing function (AEB)
was programmed to take 3 identical images in succession at different exposures and the
camera was placed onto a tripod. The images were processed in Luminance HDR 2.5.1.
A further series of area photographs were taken at set points and combined to create
panoramic images. At least three sets of photos at different inclines were taken at 40 degree
intervals to ensure overlap of each features and allow seamless stitching of panoramas.
Standard definition images were processed in Autopano Giga, with HDR scenes being first
processed in Luminance HDR 2.5.1 and then Autopano Giga to process panoramic image
of scene.

[LEFT] A close-contact Faro-Arm laser scanner was used to scan a selection of the discovered
matzevot stones and fragments. This enabled any evidence of damage to be recorded in
3D and enhanced any inscriptions. © Hayley Moseley, Staffordshire University
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[BELOW] A Total Station was used to document the locations of matzevot and other surviving
structural remains within the cemetery grounds. The Total Station uses a laser to measure
distances and record the locations of features. This aides in the creation of an aerial map or
plan of the site and allows us to compare the below ground evidence from the geophysical
surveys to the above ground visible features. 							
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a type of geophysical survey that emits radar pulses
into the ground to detect changes in subsurface material. Using this method, it was possible
to search for buried evidence such as structural remains and graves within the cemetery.
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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JEWISH PIASKI
The first mention of Jewish settlers in Piaski is in 1578. The Jewish community, which is
mentioned for the first time from documents dating from the end of the 17th century,
flourished in the following centuries and at its height in the 19th century, 75% of the
population of Piaski was Jewish (Virtual Sztetl, 2018).
There are conflicting sources as to the date of construction of the synagogue in Piaski.
One source claims there was a synagogue in 1764 whilst another suggests it was
constructed in 1785. In later years, a craft workshop was built on the site to produce
Jewish gravestones. In 1944, during Russian air raids directed at the German troops
stationed in Piaski, the synagogue was destroyed. In addition to the synagogue there
were a few houses of prayer and a Tarbut primary school (IAJGS, 2018).
Between the two world wars, the Jewish community in Piaski kept to their traditional
occupations of trade and commence. During this period the competition between
them and their Polish neighbours intensified, resulting in acts of anti-semitism (Jewish
gen, 2018).
[BELOW] Piaski square circa 1930 © (H.E.A.R.T, 2007)
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In April 1930, the majority of the houses in Piaski were destroyed in a fire, killing a Jewish
family of six people and leaving 200 others homeless. A riot, prior to town council elections,
led to the death of a Jewish woman. Another fire in 1931 destroyed many of the rebuilt
houses. This led to difficult living conditions and feelings of anti-Semitism intensified.
By 1939, there were frequent raids and violent attacks on Jewish shops as anti-Semites
were not satisfied with the commercial sanctions which had previously been placed on
them.
Prior to the outbreak of war in 1939, Piaski housed over 4,000 Jews who made up 80% of
the town’s population. In response to the news of Germany’s rapid progress in Poland,
many of the Jews of Piaski fled eastwards. (Jewish gen, 2018)
[BELOW] Well on corner of Lubelska and 3 Maja circa 1935. © (fotopolska, 2013)
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OCCUPATION OF PIASKI
At the end of September 1939, units of the Soviet Army entered the town. They established
a revolutionary committee, involving members of the Jewish community, to offer support
for the Soviet regime. However, shortly after the Soviet army left in early 1940, and with
the arrival of the German army, several Jews were murdered as revenge for supporting
the Bolsheviks. A number of these were taken to the old cemetery and shot. At the
beginning of the German occupation, Jewish shops were plundered and Jews were
beaten, whipped and their beards cut in public to humiliate them (Jewish gen, 2018).
On 27th September 1939, Jews were forced to wear armbands bearing the Star of David.
Various rules were imposed on them. They were not allowed to use public transport or
enter public premises (Virtual Sztetl, 2018).
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[ABOVE] Gendarmerie post at Lubelska 47, Piaski. Circa 1940-42. © fotopolska (2018)
[LEFT] Military troops walking past destroyed building in Piaski, following numerous air raids
between 7th - 17th September 1939. Circa 1939. © fotopolska (2014)
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“We’re told that the luggage will be sent to
us; and we were marched to the ghetto of
Piaski, P-I-AS-K-I, which was 14 kilometers
from Trawniki. Which is about nine miles.
When we got to Piaski, uh...we were told
that we will be living here.”
“The situation was absolutely unbelievable.
No toilets. No pots, no pans. I mean,
nothing. Our luggage never arrived.”

Kurt Thomas (1990)

[LEFT] Soldiers standing outside
the army post at Lubelska 67,
Piaski © fotopolska (2017)
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LIVING CONDITIONS IN PIASKI
Throughout 1940, the Nazi German occupiers began to resettle the Jews. They established
the Piaski ghetto to imprison not only its own Jewish inhabitants, but also several thousand
Jews transported from the Lublin Ghetto as well as from elsewhere across the German
Reich. During the winter and spring of 1940 the number of Jews had reached 5,000. The
ghetto housed a synagogue and makeshift hospital built by the prisoners. A second
ghetto was established in 1941 and by mid 1942 the population of the ghettos had
reached around 6,500 people. Various deportations took place in 1942 and the ghettos
were liquidated in 1942/3, with the remaining Jews being sent to Trawniki and on to
Belzec or Sobibor to be exterminated. Only 35 of the Jewish population of the Piaski
ghetto survived, most of whom were young men who had joined different partisan units.
Jews were regularly subjected to humiliation and punishment, including actions such as
beatings, destruction of their property (such as shops and businesses), pulling their beards
and cutting their beards off. They were also assigned work tasks that were designed to
tire them out, such as moving heavy rocks from one side of the road to the other. (Virtual
Sztetl, 2018; Jewish gen, 2018)

“The ghetto was surrounded by a 7ft wooden
fence. There was barbed wire on top. Here, on
Lubelska Street was a house where the gestapo
lived. The localisation was such that whenever
they stood on the balcony, they could see almost
the entire ghetto. This way they were well aware
of what was going on in the ghetto.”
Anna Swietlicka (2002)
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[LEFT] Kurt Thomas pictured
in 1940. 			
© (Schelvis, 2009)

“I found out that those who didn’t come out from their
hiding places.... And I would have been in the hiding place
with the other people in the other half of the ghetto. They
didn’t come out. They didn’t find them. But they bombed
all these homes, and the basements were...uh.... What you
call it? Imploded-like, and the people died there in these
basements.”
Kurt Thomas describes the actions taken on 4-5th November 1942 whilst rounding up Jews from
the ghettos in Piaski. Kurt Thomas (1990)
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CEMETERY SURVEYS IN PIASKI

[ABOVE] Map showing key sites of Jewish culture in Piaski.					
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
Guide to numbered sites in illustrated map above.
1: New Jewish cemetery
2: Old Jewish cemetery
3: Synagogue – Strazacka Street
4: Mikvah and Jewish school
5: Location of well (corner of 3 Maja and Lubelska) and location of former market square
6: Ritual slaughterhouse
7: Cheder (35 Lubelska Street)
8: Judenrat (46 Lubelska Street)
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[BELOW] Aerial satelite imagery of Piaski, indicating the location of the old Jewish cemetery in
red and the new Jewish cemetery in blue.								
© Google Earth and Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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OLD JEWISH CEMETERY
The old Jewish cemetery was founded in the second half of the 16th century with an
area of 0.42 ha. The last known burial took place at the end of the 19th century. The old
Jewish cemetery was confiscated from the Jewish community during the wave of antiSemitic activity in late 1938. At this time, despite protests from the Jewish community, the
town authorities decide to build houses around the old Jewish cemetery as land within
the town had become a commodity (IAJGS, 2018; Virtual Sztetl, 2018).
In the years following, the Nazis devastated the cemetery and, as already noted, they
organised executions there in 1940 against perceived Bolshevik supporters. After the war
the authorities of Piaski gave permission for the market square to be constructed in this
place (Jewish gen, 2018).

[ABOVE] Map showing the location of the old Jewish cemetery (blue) 				
© (Karta cmentarza, n.d)

[ABOVE] View of the old Jewish cemetery taken in 2007 with market stalls 		
© (Shalom, 2018)
[BELOW] View of the old Jewish cemetery taken in 2017				
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University

PIASKI OLD JEWISH CEMETERY PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY

[ABOVE] Panoramic photography of the old Jewish cemetery. If viewing a digital copy of this
report, click on the image to look around the site. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] and [BELOW] Photography of ruined buildings and other structures around
the Piaski old Jewish cemetery. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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PIASKI OLD JEWISH CEMETERY SURVEY

[ABOVE] Students and staff from Staffordshire University perform a walkover survey before surveying
Piaski’s old Jewish cemetery. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
[BELOW] Students, staff and volunteers work together to survey the new Jewish cemetery using Ground
Penetrating Radar. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] An aerial image of the old Jewish cemetery showing the geophysical
investigation areas for the GPR survey (Area A in blue, and Area B in red). Area A
measured 70m by 35m, Area B measured 40m by 12m. © Centre of Archaeology,
Staffordshire University

[ABOVE RIGHT] Aerial imagery showing GPR timeslice results (birds-eye view of the
buried features) at a depth of 0.15m below the ground surface of the old Jewish
cemetery. The location of the former market is clearly visible as strong reflections (red)
at the top of the image . © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University.

[BELOW RIGHT] An aerial image of the old Jewish cemetery from 2014 showing the
market structures and other buildings within the cemetery boundaries. @ Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire University and Google Earth.
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[ABOVE] GPR timeslice (birds-eye vie
(bottom images) 																		
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshi

At a depth of 0.15m, strong reflection
modern activity (illustrated by the bla
such a shallow depth, these again ar
within the GPR data (blue box) whic
reflective alternative.
34

ew) results from depths of 0.15m, 0.5m and 2.2m (top three images) and feature interpretations
																		
ire University.

ns are visible which correspond with the locations of the former buildings across the site or other
ack boxes). At a depth of 0.5m, two strong reflective features are visible (red boxes), although at
re most probably associated with modern activity. At 2.2m depth, a change in material is visible
ch is consistent with a geological change from a weakly reflective substance to a more strongly
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[RIGHT] GPR profile line (cross-section) from 27.5m from Area A (top) and interpretation
(bottom) showing three possible pit-like features (marked in blue) containing reflective
material. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University

Three possible pits, each adjacent to each other, were identified in the GPR results.
As they appear to originate from the modern ground surface, it is likely that these are
modern in date. However, it cannot be ruled out that they date to the 1940s in the
absence of excavation. The pits range in depth from 0.85m to 1.6m.

It was also possible to identify the likely locations of some of the original individual graves
that existed within the cemetery in the GPR data. This demonstrates that neither the
past destruction of the cemetery by the Nazis or more recent activity has not totally
obliterated the traces of these graves.

It is important to note that due to construction works since the war and obstructions
such as surface detritus, it was not possible to survey the entire area of the old Jewish
cemetery. Hence, the presence of further graves outside the survey areas cannot be
ruled out. Unfortunately, the modern debris and the presence of overhead powerlines
also affected the GPR results in some parts of the survey area therefore the presence of
additional subsurface remains in these areas can also not be ruled out.

Protection of the former cemetery area is strongly recommended in order to prevent
further damage to the sit, honour its former function and acknowledge that the graves
of those murdered in 1940 exist within the terrain.
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NEW JEWISH CEMETERY
The new Jewish cemetery was established at the end of the 19th century in a partially
forested area. The last known burial took place in 1943 and the oldest surviving matzevah
is a double stone dated 1906-1919. There are also sandstone and concrete stones with
carved relief decorations which date to the 20th century (IAJGS, 2018; Virtual Sztetl,
2018).
In November 1942 the Nazis forced local firefighters to dig three ditches in the cemetery.
The Nazis then killed over 1000 Jews, including women and children, within the cemetery
and disposed of the bodies by putting them in dug-out ditches. Among those killed were
Jews from Germany and other countries (Virtual Sztetl; IAJGS 2018 and Swietlicka, 2002).

[BELOW] Map showing the location of the new Jewish cemetery (blue) © (Karta
cmentarza, n.d)
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Anna Swietlicka describes the actions that took place in November, witnessing the Jewish
people being rushed to the cemetery: men, women and children being marched via
Lubelski Street. Upon arrival at the cemetery they were forced to undress. They were
then made to stand on wooden planks and subsequently murdered in the cemetery.
Anna recalls the murder of two Jewish men who attempted to escape the executions
by running onto the ajoining road (Swietlicka, 2002).
The location of this mass grave, or others in the cemetery, are not currently known.
In the 1990s, a commemorative stone was placed in the cemetery in memory of the
Jews killed in Piaski but the plaque’s inscription was vandalized. A new plaque was fixed
in the cemetery in 2006. (Virtual Sztetl, 2018)

[BELOW] Centre of the new Jewish cemetery taken August 2017 © Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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“ For example, on November 3, as these bloodharvest festivals took place, the remnants of
those who were Jews here were expelled and
were driven to graves. First Polish firemen and
firefighters dug three pits into the grave. They
were even convinced that they would dig pits
for themselves but that was for Jews. Well, here
they were, the Jews were told to undress, behind
the grave, I do not know if. I did not know if but
from the story I know after undressing they went
on this board and they were shot so that they
fell into the ditch...”
Anna Swietlicka (2002)
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“... And they took the rest of people and children to the
cemetery. There, large pits were dug up. And people
were expelled there. And so we went there to look what
was happening. Gendarmerie from Piaski, SS-men,
Ukrainian’s commando and this bloody Zygmunt ahead,
participated in that. They chased and beat them. And
when she went with child, they shoot it, and this mother
carried the corpse. And there everyone undressed to
underwear, there was a plank. They stood on the plank.
There was a mother with a girl on this plank, and this girl
went with a doll. She did not know where she was going.
But the mother knew. She fell to this pit and this Rudolf
Abel, he was a terrible gendarme, stood near this pit
and shot a machine gun. And she fell and pulled the
child with her, because this child was holding her hand.
And then he finished off. And this Borysewicz, was also
there, this Ukrainian and blue policeman.
And so they murdered them. This execution lasted all
day, and those policemen and those important persons
were left and then they were killed on this kirkut. And
this Itka’s husband were like bloody Zygmunt. And Itka
went with parents and with Moniuś Kuriański, I see them.
And Lejba Zypman he could have stayed, as policeman
he could, but he did not, but he went with this Itka. And
this lady Kramer, as German she could have stayed,
but she did not, she went with daughter, husband Jew
and son -in-law to Trawniki...”
Marianna Krasnodębska (2007)
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[ABOVE] Entrance to the new Jewish cemetery taken August 2017 			
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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DOCUMENTING DESTRUCTION
All above-ground traces of the old Jewish cemetery were removed and so the focus
of the above-ground archaeological documentation primarily took place at the new
Jewish cemetery. The images that follow on the next pages demonstrate the level of
destruction present with regards to the pre-war matzevot and the general terrain of the
cemetery.

[BELOW] Matzevot and fragments showing evidence of damage 					
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[LEFT
and
RIGHT]
Matzevot
showing
evidence of extreme
force with blunt and sharp
objects. 			
© Centre of Archaeology,
Staffordshire University
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LASER SCANNING AT THE NEW JEWISH CEMETERY

[ABOVE] A matzevah, severely leaning in Piaski new Jewish cemetery. © Staffordshire
University
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[RIGHT] The same matzevah, laser-scanned, processed and presented in Sketchfab.
Click on the image for an interactive view © Staffordshire University
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HDR PHOTOGRAPHY AT PIASKI NEW JEWISH CEMETERY
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[LEFT] A matzevah in-situ in the Piaski new cemetery showing evidence of graffiti (area
of interest highlighted in red). 									
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University

[BELOW] Enhanced HDR image taken of the matzevah, showing up close how writing
has been etched into the stone. 									
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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PIASKI NEW JEWISH CEMETERY MAP AND DATABASE

[ABOVE] Example of the names database created for Piaski Jewish cemetery © Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire University
[RIGHT] Documentation work being carried out in order to produce maps and databases of
the cemetery. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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PIASKI NEW JEWISH CEMETERY PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
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[ABOVE] Panoramic photography of key points of the new Jewish cemetery. If viewing
the digital report, click on the image to look round the site. © Centre of Archaeology,
Staffordshire University
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[BELOW] 180° Panoramic photography of the memorial at Piaski new Jewish cemetery.
if viewing the digital report, click on the image to look round the site. © Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire University
[RIGHT] Overview of the memorial at Piaski new Jewish cemetery
Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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© Centre of
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PIASKI NEW JEWISH CEMETERY SURVEY

N

[ABOVE] A LiDAR image of the new Jewish cemetery. Yellow arrows indicate the current cemetery
boundary, the red arrow indicates feature A and blue arrow indicates feature B. © GeoPortal and
Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University (2018)
LiDAR data represents a digital, topographic map of the site using elevation data created from
laser pulses fired from an airborne source, usually mounted onto an aircraft. The laser penetrates
the tree and plant cover and records the elevation of the ground itself. The identified features (A
and B) represent both depressions and banks.
[RIGHT] Map of the new Jewish cemetery in Piaski showing the locations of matzevot stones or
fragments. Red indicates in-situ matzevot, blue indicates buried matzevot fragments (where it
cannot be confirmed that they are in their original location) and yellow indicates surface fragments
that may have been moved or scattered. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] Modern aerial image showing the location and distribution of human bone (black dots)
and shoe fragments (red dots) identified on the ground surface in the new Jewish cemetery. ©
Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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A significant quantity of bone fragments were identified on
the surface during the initial walkover survey in the new Jewish
cemetery. It was noted that the primary concentration of the
fragments were located on and around the topographical
feature identified on the LiDAR elevation map (Feature B).
Each bone was photographed in-situ, mapped and recorded.
As the bones were under threat, after consultation with the
Rabbinical Commission, and under their direct supervision, the
bones were collected and placed within depressions close by.
These depresisons were subsequently back-filled with topsoil
brought to the cemetery from elsewhere. A number of shoe
fragments were also identified and recorded, and these were
also reburied with the bone fragments.

[BELOW] Table detailing the
count of each bone type
found in the new Jewish
cemetery © Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire
University

[ABOVE] Long bone found in the new Jewish cemetery in the area where there is a high
concentration of black dots in the image to the left. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire
University
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[ABOVE] - Modern aerial image showing mounds (red) and depressions (blue) mapped during
walkover survey, overlaid with the plot of the bones (black dots) and shoes (red dots) discovered on
the surface © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
Given the proximity of the surface remains and the topographic features identified during the
walkover and LiDAR surveys, these areas were targeted for non-intrusive, below ground investigation
using the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR; page 62)
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[BELOW] Overview and close up photography of areas with depressions
and mounds in the new Jewish cemetery. © Centre of Archaeology,
Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] Modern aerial image showing GPR grid locations for Area A (red) and Area B (blue). Area A
measured 50m by 8m, Area B measured 20m by 4m. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
[BELOW] GPR results for Area A at a depth of 0.85m and Area B at a depth of 0.5m © Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire University
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[ABOVE] GPR results for Area A illustrated as timeslices (birds-eye views) showing the data
from various depths (0.4m, 0.81m, 1.28m and 2.25m) and a location plan for the data overlaid
onto a modern aerial image. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University and Google
Earth

As illustrated above and left, the GPR results for Area A successfully identified below-ground
features within the area of the mounds and depressions visible on the surface and in the
LiDAR data. Beneath the location of the large mound (red feature page 58), two features are
present. These are illustrated as the black and white arrows at 0.4m depth and remain visible
on the 0.81 and 1.28m timeslice. The features strongly reflect the GPR radio waves. The larger
of the two features (black arrow) is square shaped in plan, best illustrated at a depth of 0.81m.
The smaller feature illustrated by the white arrow is smaller in size, but is visible at deeper depths
(page 62 and 63). The remaining data from Area A is difficult to interpret. It is possible that
some of the other discrete areas of strong or weak reflectivity represent individual burials, but
given the number of trees within the cemetery, it is also possible that these features represent
tree roots and animal activity.
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[RIGHT] A GPR survey line (cross-section profile) from Area A (top) and interpretation
(middle). This profile line represents the final survey line taken within this area (8m) and
only illustrates the final 30m of this line (as the complete line is 50m long; location of
survey line shown at the bottom of the illustration). Two possible pit features are visible
in cross section (blue) which correspond to the features illustrated on the timeslice data
for Area A on page 61. Two further, smaller anomalies are also visible in cross section
(red) and these may represent individual burials, although they could also represent
recent digging activity on and around the mound in this area © Centre of Archaeology,
Staffordshire University

Area A conclusion
The evidence collated as part of this investigation confirms that, within Area A, several
buried features exist that have the potential to be previously unidentifed burial pits. The
location for these anomalies are identifable on the surface as they correspond with a
raised mound with two smaller depressions within it. They also match the location of
Feature A identified in the LiDAR survey. The GPR results are consistent with pits, with the
larger of the two being square in plan. Human bone fragments were located on top of
the mound and in the vicinity more generally.
This area was also indicated as the location of one of the mass burial pits by the
aforementioned witness who visited the site during the survey.
It is our recommendation that this area should be marked and adequately protected
against further disturbance.
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[ABOVE] The GPR survey results for Area B. A GPR survey line (cross-section profile) from
Area B (top left) and interpretation (bottom left); a timeslice (birds eye view) of the
results from a depth of 0.48m (top right) and a location plan (bottom right) © Centre of
Archaeology, Staffordshire University

Both the timeslice data and the cross section data show significant disturbance in this
area. Two areas are particularly clear in both the 3D depth timeslice and the cross
section profile (illustrated by the red and black boxes). The feature highlighted by the
red box appears more substantial, both larger and deeper, and it is likely this feature
represents a burial pit. The smaller of the two features (black box) corresponds to a small
depression on the surface and it is likely this represents the remains of a more recently
backfilled hole that has been dug into the burial pit. This, as well as other features
recorded during the topographic survey, could explain the presence and quantity of
human bone fragments on the surface.
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Area B conclusion
The evidence collated as part of this investigation confirms that, within Area B, several
buried features exist, one of which has the potential to be a previously unidentifed burial
pit. The location for these anomalies were identifable on the surface as they correspond
closely with areas of depressions, and they also correspond with Feature B identified
durting the LiDAR survey. A large quantity of human bone fragments were located on
the ground surface in this area as well as fragments of leather and fabric shoes. It is
likely that these originated from within the burial pit and have been disturbed by looting
activity.
This area was also indicated as the location of mass burial pits by the aforementioned
witness who visited the site during the survey and it matches the shape in plan that he
describes (u-shape).
It is our recommendation that this area should be marked and adequately protected
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RESTORATION EFFORTS

[PHOTOS] Volunteers working to clear,
document and restore Piaski Jewish cemeteries
© Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University
and S.D. Reece, The Matzevah Foundation
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“This project is important for today’s society, because
history needs to be remembered and not forgotten.
How can change happen in the future if we don’t
teach/learn about things that happened in the past?”
Volunteer, 2017
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The project in Piaski brought together experts and volunteers from all over the world.
Working together, these participants helped to clean, document and restore the
cemeteries. They also participated in discussion groups, considering the causes and
consequences of racial hatred and genocide. The project team also worked with
local and international groups to create sustainable strategies for Holocaust education
and to develop further opportunities for this kind of collaboration in the future.
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“This project is relevant for today as it tackles history and aims
to form a remembrance of the past and what has happened...It
brings communities together and shows a common idea - that
this needs to be remembered and recorded for history so that
this lesson can be passed down from generation to generation”
Volunteer, 2017
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CURRENT STATE OF THE CEMETERIES (2017)
During the fieldwork and restoration efforts in Piaski in 2017, evidence of recent vandalism and
neglect were evident. Broken glass (in particular in the vicinity of the largest surviving matzevah at
the new Jewish cemetery), litter and general surface detritus was present across both cemeteries.
The old Jewish cemetery has been used for a variety of commercial and domestic purposes
in recent years. The fact that the new Jewish cemetery is located on the outskirts of town
means that it is a popular hang out and cut-through for locals. Evidence of recent bonfires in
the cemetery grounds, parties and even a tree house were observed during the 2017 survey.
Although there is a marker in the new Jewish cemetery, neither the old or new cemetery
is adequately commemorated, nor are their boundaries defined on the ground.
As well as this ongoing neglect, just after the archaeological fieldwork and restoration
efforts were completed, a circus was erected at the old Jewish cemetery. This inappropriate
use of the site further adds to the desecration of the cemetery and the memory of
those who suffered and died in Piaski both before and during the Nazi occupation.
Urgent protection of both sites is required to prevent further damage and inappropriate
use. It is hoped that the results of the archaeological investigations in Piaski will be used to
inform future plans for commemoration and protection of the sites and that this project can
continue to contribute to discussions regarding cultural destruction in the past and the present.

[PHOTOS] Current state of the old and new Jewish cemeteries. Below taken in the new cemetery
where a treehouse like structure is present in the trees. The photos to the right show the old cemetery
being used to host a circus. © Centre of Archaeology, Staffordshire University; Sewruk, A. (2017)
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